
Life is……Full of Surprises! 

This last week we discovered two volunteers who had just arrived in Arawa for 
a 2-year stint with World Vision. Welcome Dwane from Northland NZ and 
partner Roseanne originally from Otamoetai in Tauranga, NZ - who 
incidentally knows our good friends Lynn and John Stanley. (John taught her) 
They will be living not far from Lindsay and Norah, who spent some time 
showing them some of the survival tricks for Arawa – where to get phone-to-
phone credit at face value instead of having to buy scratch cards at up to 25% 
over face value; which shops might have certain items; what to do with certain 
exotic looking vegetables; where the swimming hole is in the river so one can 
bring one’s body temperature back into the normal range after a steamy day 
out; where one can buy beer at K4 a can instead of K5; etc. 

They are to help World Vision organise WASH (water and sanitation hygiene) 
programmes in villages in the area financed by NZ AID. – similar to what 
Oxfam has been doing in the area for a couple of years now - funded by the 
European Union– and with whom I have been having discussions about 
helping them out - in the absence of much work at the Arawa Council. This is 
similar to what I did with Live and Learn in Kimbe helping them through a 
patch when they needed some technical support, and it looks like this might 
help keep my busy until Christmas.  

Friday was a special occasion – Rosie’s birthday and, at the Friday night 
drinks Norah produced a delicious chocolate cake without any candles (none 
in town) - which is probably just as well!  

               

I received a bit of grief over mentioning her age a couple of times too often- so 
my lips are sealed :>{ 

The young lady in the yellow blouse to Rosie’s left is another surprise – 
Lindsay and Noral rolled up that eveneing with Ellen- she is from Worcester 
UK and has a research assignment through the University of Newcastle, 
Australia to study a local language spoken at a village between Arawa and 
Buka by perhaps only 100 speakers, before they die out – as the young 
people are not bothering with it. She is living a pretty basic existence in the 
village for 10 months – no power, running water, or toilets. Lindsay and 
Virginial had bumped into her at Kokopau on the mainland side of the Buka 
channel and invited her to come to Arawa for a “civilisation break”. (seems 



strange – someone coming to ARAWA for a civilisation break - but I suppose 
a proper shower and toilet goes a long way towards civilisation!) She seems a 
pretty ” bright cookie “ who speaks a swag of languages and is planning to 
use material acquired during the stay as the basis for a PHD thesis. We had 
some interesting discussions that evening over a beer or two on the various 
ethnic groups found in the South Pacific and their origins and links with other 
languages, and how they point to the likely migration routes of the people into 
and through the area.  

Rosemary had another surprise – one of the crew from the Mr Pip film rang up 
from NZ and asked here to help organise  passports for a couple of extras 
they needed for filming in NZ – it turned out that things were better organised 
than expected so she didn’t have much to do. Now that the film is behind her 
she is concentrating on finishing cataloguing the donated books and setting 
up the Kirokai School Library which now has over 1,000 books – starting from 
a base line of essentially zero – thanks to her efforts and all those generous 
folk who contributed effort money and books. 

The “Mr Pip” crew have also finished their final filming segments here and 
packed up and gone . Rosie spent a couple of frantic days helping them sort 
out final payments to extras, – the locals are going to miss the extra cash as 
they supplied transport, accommodation and supplies to the film crew. The 
crew left a bag of left-over goodies  with Rosie that we have been trying to 
share around, but the printer included doesn’t have a disc with operating 
software  and the download off the internet is a substantial file that we haven’t 
succeeded in downloading yet – so we are working through that. There are 
several organisations that would love the printer. We have one already that is 
getting low on ink and are relying on Virginia to bring us some more cartridges 
back from NZ when she returns in a couple of weeks. 

Speaking of surprises – a batch of Bougainvilleans are off to NZ for some 
filming in the South Island. The temperature here today was 36degC and in 
the South Island  minus 9degC, with snow clogging roads and bringing power 
lines down. They will never have experienced cold anything like that and won’t 
know what has hit them! Let’s hope the Mr Pip crew meet them at the airport 
with plenty of warm clothes! 

 

To finish off – some ladies in the congregation at Tunuru Mission on Sunday 
when we accompanied Lindsay and Norah to church on our bicycles  – 
followed by a trip to Loloho for a swim. 


